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Abstract
In the Gaming Industry there is a ‘standard’ controller, which incorporates
a wing-like handle grip that all companies use as a basis for their designs.
However, some players trying to find the most competitive way to play,
tend to either break the controller or cause injuries to themselves. For
casual users, the standard controller design is considered the most optimal
gaming experience, while the more experienced and hard-core users need
to have an option that gives them the choice of using a controller in a way
that best suits their needs. This project will attempt to research an outcome
that employs the foundations of the standard controller design, whilst
still allowing the user the efficiency that they desire without unnecessary
drawbacks. When coming up with an outcome, creating as many initial
prototypes will help uncover the most ideal shape and design for my
project. Then with the help of some user testing I can gather information
about how my design will work for my consumers and find out what my
users want in a controller design, for their particular needs. My projects
design will be focused around making it easier for competitive controller
players, allowing them to use and play the way they want with their
controller. Through this I will likely incorporate some of the common
aspects of gaming controllers in the models we see today, into my overall
outcome. As well as, adding the functions and essentials that will give
these competitive users a controller design that will help them be better
than ever.
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Project Introduction
The Gaming Industry is an area that is constantly expanding due to the
amount of money that companies put into their games and devices. I want
to focus on the aspect of gaming controllers specifically, as I believe there
is a design out there that will benefit the more competitive players that
use controllers, as many of them tend to use their controllers differently
to how a casual user would. In this project, I want to create a controller
design for these sorts of players, as they are trying to use a hand style that
allows them to use the controller more efficiently. The gaming controllers
that currently exist are designed for a standard grip style, so the controls
are specifically designed for a single way of operating them instead of
how some competitive players are trying to make them. So, a design that
will distinctly be allocated to these types of players, will allow them to
use the controller as efficient as possible without having to worry about
breaking the controller or even causing wrist injuries.

The first game controller, produced in 1972, only used two dials, to
control vertical and horizontal movement
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Field of
Practice
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Introduction
When it comes to designing a controller, trying to deviate from what is
considered ‘the norm’ could be challenging considering how accustomed
we are to these standard controllers. In the gaming industry there has
not been as many strides forwards in controller design as there once was.
With the new generation of Xbox and PlayStation consoles coming out
soon, the design for both systems’ controllers have been released. The
Xbox is sticking with a very similar design to their previous version and
the PlayStation is going for a similar look to that of the Xbox controller.
Does this mean we are at a point where we have reached the perfect
controller design? When it comes to design there are always areas that can
be improved, no product is ever perfect. The area that I will be focusing on,
is the development of a controller that is able to be used by players with
all types of different gaming styles. The main types of gamers I will be
focusing on are the ones that consider themselves professional gamers.
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Controllers Used Differently
Given the existence of a standard controller, there is also a way that it is
typically used. This is in the form of using two or three fingers from each
hand for all the controls. The index finger (or index and middle finger) is
used for the trigger and bumper buttons, and the thumb is used for the
joysticks, D-pad, and the button controls. However, people have actually
found many other ways that they can be used, typically relating to the
type of game they are playing and what they feel most comfortable with.
The most common alternative controller grip is referred to as the ‘claw grip’.
Instead of using the typical four (or six) fingers, this hand grip uses atleast
six, but with a more rotated configuration, as it allows better efficiency
for all the controls. Some other alternatives are more closely associated
with old school arcade machines, as they tend to use the joysticks quite
differently. However, due to the fact that controllers are designed to
be used in a particular way, this results in players that use alternative
hand grips having a more uncomfortable experience playing their games.
Players use the claw style due to the fact that you are using more fingers
so that way you are able to do certain things a lot quicker: the user is able
to keep their thumb on the right joystick while still being able to press the
buttons on the right side. This predominantly is useful in shooter games
as you can use the joystick to move, use the buttons to jump/slide and
still be able to shoot with the trigger.

The most common variation on the standard controller hand grip, is
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the ‘claw grip’

Extensions of The Claw Grip
OCTOPUS GRIP
A grip that you would have your left hand gripping the left side fully over
the top like an octopus, while your right hand is in the standard grip.
ARCADE GRIP
A grip that you would hold in your left hand normally then the right hand
instead of holding it, uses a more arcade style by just using two fingers to
access the joystick and the buttons.
JOYSTICK GRIP
A grip that you would need to use both joysticks more than having to use
the D-pad, so you use both the joysticks with your left hand. Making you
hold the right side of the controller conventionally and the left side in a
claw grip.

Diagrams of some other controller hand grips players use, that derive
from the ‘claw grip’
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Razer Raiju Controller
Consoles have continued to improve gameplay and set new standards.
However, controllers have become quite stagnant in their recent designs,
as “controller designs have been slow to evolve in step with these
advancements” [Min-Liang Tan, 2018], (referring to Razer’s new modular
PS4 controller). When it comes to modularity in controllers, the more
expensive products focus on the modularity in the software, rather than
the controller’s hardware itself. The aim is to be able to make a controller
as optimisable to the person’s need, without having to change the overall
design or shape of the controller. The Razer Raiju controller, for example,
has a form of modularity to it, although it is mainly in the software itself;
as you are “able to map more than 500 profiles to your controller, fully
customising the functions of each button to your play style or game
genre” [Hellier, 2018]. Even though the “personalisation of the device
extends beyond the software as the thumb sticks, buttons and D-pad are
completely replaceable” [Hellier, 2018], this is limited to changing the
height and texture of each control.

The Razer Raiju is a high-end gaming controller, allowing the user to
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map the controller to their need

Steam Controller
The main approach of the Steam Controller is to be a “keyboard and mouse
substitute” [Stewart, 2020]. The Steam Controller is possibly considered
the most unconventional controller on the market. Valve (the creators
of the controller) chose to go with two trackpads instead of the standard
D-pad and a second joystick. The trackpads are designed to create higher
accuracy relying on force feedback to make up for the lack of contact
that comes with a joystick. Even though the left trackpad is made to look
like a D-pad it is effectively the same as the one on the right. As well
as the pads there are some slightly hidden buttons positioned directly
behind the trackpads. The controller also incorporates a gyroscopic feature
that brings motion controls into the controller. This controller offers full
customisation of its control configurations, such as being able to adjust
and change the functionality of each of the buttons. When it comes to the
form of the controller it is quite unusual too, with the design incorporating
a kind of inverted wing-like style. This is in comparison to that of the
standard controllers that tend to use a wing style that curves away from
your body instead of towards it. Even though the Steam Controller is no
longer in production, there is evidence of an early prototype version, the
main feature being that it had an interchangeable joystick which could be
swapped out for a regular D-pad.

The innovative Steam Controller brought something different to the
table when it comes to controllers
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Logitechs MX Vertical Advanced
Ergono mic Mouse
This is a mouse designed to make your computer use more comfortable
and more risk free. Not only does it do this for your hand, but it helps
your arm positioning too. The way it does this is by angling the mouse
at 57 degrees from horizontal, a proven wrist angle that achieves less
wrist strain and movement [Logitech, 2020]. Sitting at this angle the user
performs four times less hand movements [Logitech, 2020]. Considering
the mouse design is made to look simple, yet help cover the aspects of
ergonomics, it is required to fit a variety of different hand shapes and
sizes. The textured surface is there to help give it a more natural grip. Even
though this mouse changes the way we perceive how a mouse should
look, it still keeps the key controls that a standard mouse has. This makes
it different, yet still something that the user is able to use in a similar way
to the computer mice that inspired it.

Logitech’s Ergonomic Mouse illustrates the inventiveness companies
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can go to, in order to make their products better for their users

Thrustmaster eSwap Pro Controller
The Thrustmaster eSwap Pro Controller has, as its main drawing point,
modularity. This being that you are able to interchange the joysticks,
D-pad, and trigger buttons. This controller effectively is a controller that
can be configured to the way that any user wants it, at least with only
changing these controls. It may not be the prettiest controller, but as a
controller appealing to as many users as possible, it can achieve this very
well. Even the side grips are able to be changed. To go with this modularity,
the eSwap has even more creativity to its button mapping. The extra four
buttons on the under side of the controller gives this controller even more
flexibility, being able to use potentially all your fingers for all sorts of
games. However, these are buttons instead of paddles, in which most other
pro controllers seem to go with, as it makes them easier to press when
you cannot see them. As this is a PlayStation controller it is interesting
that it is designed to look more like an Xbox controller than a PlayStation
one. It could be due to the size needed to create the modularity aspect or
it could be foreshadowing that they want to focus on this sort of design
in the future.

The Thrustmaster eSwap tries to take controller gaming to another
level with their rendition of modular controls
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Context and
Application
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Introduction
Most people know what a controller is, whether it is for gaming or not.
We are so accustomed to being able to control something in our day-today lives, that even things like headphones have a way for you to control
something. This could be referred to as a controller on your headphones.
This chapter will discuss the context and application when dealing with
designing a gaming controller. Establishing an understanding of why
people use these products and how they are designed, will help discover
what it takes to create a controller. Using the information found will allow
me to justify my interpretations for the design that I will ultimately come
up with.
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Why use Controllers?
Controllers are commonly used in console gaming but are sometimes
preferred over keyboard and mouse by PC players due to a number of
factors. Firstly, they are portable (and mostly wireless) so you are able to
play games from your couch or your bed. Secondly, your controller can
easily be taken with you, such as to a friend’s place. Another reason for
using a controller is that they tend to be a lot more comfortable. They are
designed to ergonomically fit a range of users’ hands and the buttons are
specifically designed to play video games, so you will not have any other
keys in the way or that you might accidentally press (as when playing PC).
When it comes to what game genres are better suited to the controller,
the analogue buttons and joystick assist are ideal for fighting, racing,
sport, and arcade-style games [GAMER2GO]. Keyboard and mouse are
better for games that need more controls and require more precision, like
shooting and strategy games [GAMER2GO]. An additional aspect of the
controller that makes it better to use is the analogue buttons. For example,
when you are playing a racing game, the triggers demonstrate the realworld scenario of putting your foot on the accelerator, instead of just an
“on” and “off” button. The joysticks also allow for slight turning angles,
making you able to easily manoeuvre your character back and forth as
little as you would like. This technique can be displayed in EA’s latest
FIFA game, when trying to replicate tricks that only the greatest soccer
players can do.

Controllers allow multiple players to play with each other, or against
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each other, on the one console

Materials
Materials shape the way a product looks and feels, as well as influencing
the way it functions. Applying the right material is key to assisting the
ergonomics of a controller and the overall quality of it. Even the smallest
part of a controller needs the right material otherwise the whole product
might not be as comfortable or work as well as the designer would hope, due
to the specific properties of certain materials. A standard controller shell is
made of ABS plastic and the joysticks are also made of ABS (Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene), but are dipped in a rubber material [Foote, 2013].
The other controls are normally made with acrylic, as Microsoft make
their button lettering with acrylic and then place them in an acrylic
mould [Foote, 2013]. An alternative to the ABS material is a bioplastic
called Treva, which is a BPA free plastic containing only 45% of cellulosebased plastic obtained from sustainably managed North American forests
[Eastman, 2020]. Treva has similar properties to that of ABS - aesthetically,
chemically, and mechanically. However, Treva is a new material that has
not been used for this type of handheld technology, as it is only being
marketed as an alternative to cosmetic packaging [Eastman, 2020]. Using
it in a factory-made technology that will constantly be interacted with
could be difficult, with only this type of packaging as a past example.
Even though ABS is not the most environmentally friendly material, it
still has all the characteristics needed for handheld plastic devices.

ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) is used for loads of products
needing a durable plastic with minimal flexibility, like LEGO
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Ergono mics
Ergonomics has to do with the way people use objects to maximise
their efficiency and minimise the amount of strain to the body in a work
environment, as the word ‘ergon’ translates to ‘work’ in Greek [Adams, 2019].
When it comes to a gaming controller this plays a key role in influencing the
form of the controller, as well as the way the controls are laid out. There are
four characteristics that help when it comes to designing for ergonomic hand
positioning;
Having a straight, unbroken wrist, hand rotated to a relaxed position (3060 degrees), fingers curled and at rest, and the thumb straight and relaxed
[Adams, 2019].
The reason that ergonomics is such a big deal in certain products is that
it either reduces the risk of injuries or prevents them entirely. In gaming,
Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) is a very prominent issue with both professionals
and regular computer users having these issues. Researchers have found that
more than half of people that work with computers complain about having
some sort of RSI in their wrists, hands, neck, or shoulders. Hai Lam (a top
League of Legends player) was almost forced into retirement due to RSI [Brian,
2015], and other players have had to take time off for these sorts of injuries.
Even though these issues are seen more so in regular computer-based usage,
people that constantly use controllers can experience them too. Considering
people adjust to a controller the way they want to, this could cause people
to use a controller in a way that was not intended, and ultimately result in
distress to the user if the way they use it causes a form of discomfort. Even
though a player might find a hand position that helps them play better, an
uncomfortable position could restrict them from playing even better in the
long term.

This illustration shows the best way of using a mouse in order to reduce
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the risk of injuries

Functionality and Style
When discussing the functionality of a game controller, it is important to
have the information and find the best way to incorporate it, while still
having the key functionalities of the product. The style of the controller
will ultimately be defined by its form. All controllers have their own style,
even if it is inspired by another controller. One aspect of the design involves
the button layout and how many are incorporated into the controller
itself. This determines the ergonomics of the controller and how efficient
it is to use the controls. This aspect can be implemented with the use of
feedback or feedforward control. Feedback involves the controls giving
the user a reaction when being used and feedforward relates to how the
controls communicate their functionality to you [Norman, 2002]. These
two features help identify what parts of the controller are meant to do
what. For example, by looking at the joystick it can obviously be used
for a control that requires movement (feedforward), and if the joystick is
pushed down it makes a click reaction that indicates it has been pressed
(feedback).

A controller has many aspects like; style and functionality, that make
it a working product
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Modularity
Some companies have experimented with having some form of modularity
in their controllers. Whether it is the hardware itself or being able to
adjust the way each button is used, most competitive gaming controllers
incorporate one of these types of modularity. This gives their users the
most freedom to incorporate their gaming grip with the controller, without
taking away from the functionality and style of the controller itself. More
controllers seem to use software modularity than hardware, as it still
gives the user the freedom to map their controls to what they want but
sticks with the same style the designer envisioned. Less controllers seem
to implement hardware modularity as it takes away from the simple and
stylistic aspects that most controllers have – most controllers are designed
to be user friendly, while being easy to comprehend and use.
Some companies have designed modular attachments for controllers in
order to offer textured grips and button enhancements. KontrolFreek have
done this by making their grips and button attachments replaceable and
interchangeable [KontrolFreek, 2020]. Their button/joystick attachments
aim to assist in having more accurate joystick control, adding more of a
grip, and altering the joystick height.

The KontrolFreek joystick attachments allow for more slight finger
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movements when using the joystick

Affordances and Discoverability
When dealing with these sorts of handheld devices it is important to be
able to identify how they are meant to be used, which is where affordance
and discoverability comes in. Affordance refers to how clear an object is
in showing the user how it should or could be used, giving them practical
clues as to how to use the product [Interaction Design Foundation, n.d.].
Discoverability is how easy it is for the user to actually use and discover
how the product should be used [Norman, 2002]. While sounding very
similar, these aspects of a controller can be quite different. A joystick on a
controller is designed to look very different from a button so the user does
not get confused as to what it is designed to do, and this is the affordance
of the joystick. On most controllers they place the most commonly used
buttons closest to your right hand, implying that these buttons will be
used the most. This illustrates the discoverability of a controller. The
worst example of how affordance can fail is looking at door handles,
some are hard to tell whether they are a push or pull door. This results
in people accidentally pushing a pull door or vice versa. When it comes
to discoverability product designs with loads of controls or something
with a terrible user interface, gives it a bad discoverability characteristic.
A plane cockpit is one such example of bad discoverability. Looking at the
controls a user cannot just know which button does what.

A lesser known controller still has the same sort of characteristics as
other common controllers
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Casual vs Competitive Gaming
When it comes to casual compared to competitive players in gaming,
the way they immerse themselves into the game has a tendency to be
different. Where the casual player gets lost in a game’s engaging story,
world or mechanics, competitive players are usually there for the thrill,
where the lore and the story offer them very little. Instead it is the ability
to be the best at that game, that brings them coming back for more.
Where there has been gaming there has been competitiveness. Whether
it is through tournaments or just being able to get a high score on an
arcade machine, we as a species have it in our nature to reach to the top.
This drive has created a competitive gaming industry that has a worth of
over a billion dollars, as of 2019 [Ayles, 2019].
As a casual player myself, I find that the thing that differentiates me from
the competitive players is that I am there for the enjoyment more so than
to be the best. I like being able to improve at the game, but ultimately the
things that keep me coming back to the game is the enjoyment, not to
be the best. From the competitive players that I have observed, it is easy
for me to distinguish myself as being in a different category to them.
They are there to compete, even at the cost of abusing or insulting their
friends, they are there to win. This gives them more enjoyment than the
game itself [Critical Hit Gaming, 2018].

A professional esports team practicing and preparing their skills for an
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upcoming tournament

Design
Methods

Pg 20

Introduction
When dealing with how to go about designing something we need to be
able to identify how we are going to achieve this. Design Methods are a
way designers can help themselves find the information that they were
lacking from their initial research. Depending on what sorts of methods
they are tackling, this will likely change the way someone starts out with
their first drafts and concepts. So, it is key to use as many different sorts
of methods that are available to use within the chosen area.
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Product Autopsy
Doing a product autopsy of a standard gaming controller will allow me
to see how it fits together as a whole. Seeing how the buttons are placed
and where these are placed in comparison to the electronics that each
control needs to use. An autopsy also allows me to see how the inside of
the controller is structured, as there are supports all inside the controller
to contain the internal parts in a way that does not let them move around
in the shell of the controller.

An autopsy of a Nintendo Wii controller, illustrating the way a controller
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is put together

Case Studies
With the case studies, I will be investigating some gaming controllers that
are already in the market for people to use. Specifically, controllers that
incorporate extra buttons and ones that have used a form of modularity
to them, as I believe these things could be a key factor in my design.
Studying these will help me identify what are the good aspects of the
studied controllers and what are the parts that people do not like about
them. A fully in-depth study will help be identify what I need to focus on
when I get to making concepts for my controller.

The PlayStation 5’s DualSense controller reinvents the game with
haptic feedback
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Concept Sketches
This is the start to my design concepts, sketching things like what are
the features that will be in the design and how it will look overall will
give me an understanding of what I will need to initially prototype. Being
able to come up with a variety of unique sketches will give me a range
of various ideas that will be able to go into the initial prototypes. Having
sketches of a range of different views and angles will also help me mould
the prototype from all perspectives.

This bizarre PlayStation controller concept illustrates the extreme
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sketch designs can get

Initial Prototyping
The initial prototyping will be the concepts that I initially come up with,
and with the help of some user testing I will be able to expand on this.
As I am focusing on a product that is user experience based, it is very
important to be able to have great concepts that portray the idea that I am
trying to illustrate. So, when it goes into user testing, the user is able to
understand and use it how I am trying to design it. Through prototyping
the best way of doing this initially would be with modelling clay, as this
would allow me to make adjustments wherever I need to.

One of Valves earliest iterations of what the Steam Controller would
resemble, illustrating the prototype journey
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User Testing
The user testing will be used for both the initial and the developed
prototype stages. The user testing will involve competitive video game
players testing the prototypes that I have constructed. However, due to
the university’s ethical procedures this method will be difficult to conduct.
For the initial user testing this will most likely be just focusing on if they
are able to move their fingers with ease and have access to all the buttons
that they need to use. For the more developed prototype the user testing
will be more detailed, with the users able to actually user the controller
for the game as it will roughly function how it is designed to.

Dell’s UFO concept incorporates the handheld style of the Nintendo
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Switch with the power of a gaming laptop

Developed Prototyping
The developed prototyping is similar to that of the initial prototyping.
However, the biggest difference here is being able to make something
that will be able to function. Not just having the shape of the design, but
also having the functional parts inside the controller to be able to give
to a user for testing. Through CAD modelling and 3D printing I will be
able to create something using all the research, the sketches, the initial
prototypes and feedback, and other sorts of information that gives me
inspiration for the design.

This controller was presented as the final design of the Steam Controller,
but the button layout was changed due to user testing
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Design
Development
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Introduction
When it comes to designing something there is always a procedure that
needs to be taken. The design development chapter will explore the
process I have taken to get to my final developed prototype. Using my
chosen design methods, I will be able to get to a final result that will be
justified by my research. Having a defined process for this part of the
design development helps identify where you are at in the project, and
the more that is done in the earlier stages, the easier it is in the later parts.
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Sketching
I needed to start my designing phase by sketching out some varying ideas
that I believe will help me distinguish what will be the best shape, form,
and layout for my controller. Having a few vastly different ideas helped me
broaden my theory of how different this design could look, from what I
originally had thought. Stemming from a simple idea such as adding extra
buttons in certain spots, to completely changing the whole fundamentals of
what we know of controllers today.
INITIAL CONCEPT
This sketch was one of my first iterations early on in my honours project.
Using an asymmetrical button layout and an extra pair of bumpers, this type
of design can be seen in a few of my other reiterations. This design does not
differ much to that of a standard control button layout. However, the shape
of the controller is positioned so that the triggers and bumper buttons are
placed more on the underside than on the top end of the controller.

My initial sketching iteration that adds an extra pair of bumper buttons
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and a grip to hold the controller

Sketching

[2.2]

SECOND CONCEPT
This controller concept uses a similar button layout and style of the conventional
PlayStation controller [2.1]. However, it replaces two face buttons onto the
bumper section of the controller giving more use to the fingers instead of
thumb [2.2]. Additionally, this design incorporates the option buttons closer
to the commonly used face buttons [2.1]. It also includes a grip for increasing
the users hand grip to help reduce sweatiness and slipperiness while gaming
[2.3]. Having the home button wrapped around the controller helps the ease
of access for all the players fingers [2.1, 2.2].

[2.1]

[2.3]

This sketch iteration adds extra bumper buttons and a symetrical design
and layout
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Sketching
THIRD CONCEPT
My third concept uses a similar style to that of my previous design, where
the major difference is having an extra hump on the face of the controller
to add two more pairs of bumper buttons [3.2]. This implements a slight
indent that allows for a more relaxed feel [3.3]. Another thing that makes
this sketch different is removing the D-Pad in place of two conventional
buttons [3.1]. This controller design is targeted towards a specific genre
of games, which does not typically utilise the D-Pad. Having all the face
buttons positioned closer to the joysticks allows for easy access with the
user’s thumbs, instead of having to use the index finger [3.1].

[3.2]
[3.1]

[3.3]

This concept sketch gets rid of the conventional D-Pad in place of
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standard buttons and extra bumpers

Sketching

[4.2]

FOURTH CONCEPT
This concept sketch changes the style of the controller to a more simplistic
design. Using a circular design allows the user to easily wrap their hands
around the controller however they want, while being inspired by oldschool controller designs [4.1]. This style also allows for different hand
shapes with its spherical design [4.1]. Still using the iteration in the second
sketch concept with the extra pair of bumpers [2.1], allows for efficient
use of the players fingers, instead of thumbs [4.2]. The asymmetrical
button layout allows the user more freedom with their finger movements
[4.1].

[4.1]

[4.3]

This sketch changes the shape of the standard controller for a more
simple spherical design
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Sketching
FIFTH CONCEPT
The fifth sketch iteration applies a visual touch display on the face of the
controller to add another dimension to the way the user can interact with
the controller [5.1]. The face of the controller is flatter than that of the
conventional controllers, to be closer to a phone touchscreen [5.1]. The
controller has an extra pair of bumper buttons, but instead keeps it in line
with the previous bumper buttons that most controllers today have [5.2].

[5.2]
[5.1]

[5.3]

This design adds a touch screen and incorporates a flat rectangular
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shape for the face of the controller

Sketching
SIXTH CONCEPT
This controller sketch still employs the conventional controller shape,
but removes the D-Pad [6.1]. This controller design does not add more
controls to either the face or top of the product, instead adds them to the
underside of the controller [6.2] - an aspect that can be seen in the Razer
Raiju and Thrustmaster eSwap controllers¹. This form of layout allows for
players to continue to use the standard controller handgrip, while being
able to have more controls [6.2].
[6.2]
[6.1]

[6.3]

This sketch iteration adds buttons on the underside of the controller
and removes the D-Pad
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Sketching
SEVENTH CONCEPT
This controller was created by using photoshop to alter a Logitech
Ergonomic Mouse, as I was trying to use the mouse ergonomics to find
the right shape for my controller. This type of design is bulky and shaped
in a way that would be utilised as a controller that you would use on a
table or benchtop. This design utilises a common joystick placement but
has more of a tabletop style to it [7.1] - due to it having a flat base to sit
on.

[7.1]

[7.2]

A controller creation made using Logitech’s Ergonomic Mouse and
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photoshop

Product Autopsy
With my product autopsy I was able to gather a couple of different
controllers to see how each of them are constructed. Firstly, I took apart
a standard Xbox 360 controller. This controller has a single piece circuit
board, with two vibration motors, and analog triggers that utilise their
changing output. All the other buttons for this controller are created
separate and typically involve some sort of rubbery silicon, with some
metal conductivity, to allow it to press on its respective spot on the circuit
board. The shell of the controller uses a main top and bottom ABS piece,
with a connecting section at the lower and upper part of the controller
(where the upper part includes the bumpers).

A product autopsy of an Xbox 360 wireless controller, seperated into
its respective parts
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Product Autopsy
The second autopsy was an off-brand version of a PlayStation 3 controller.
Which also included a single piece circuit board, that had a thin flexible
plastic attachment that would help connect the buttons to the circuit.
This controller included only one vibration motor and had more simplistic
analog triggers than that of the Xbox 360 controller, as these triggers did
not have a full mechanism that was already attached to the circuit board.
The buttons for this device were fairly similar to the 360, apart from just
using the rubber silicon parts as the menu controls. Additionally, having
a different style of D-pad, makes it seem like each part of the control had
its own button instead of having a more collective button, like the Xbox
controller does.

A product autopsy of an off-brand PlayStation 3 controller, giving a
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view of the internal parts

Initial Prototyping
From the sketches I was then able to create some initial prototype concepts.
I started this process by using air drying clay, as it is a malleable material
that goes firm after leaving it in contact with the air. However, this material
did not allow me to attach it to the existing controller, which was the way
I was firstly creating my initial prototypes. To see if I could still incorporate
the same shape of existing controllers. After leaving this clay out to dry it
eventually cracked and broke due to the thickness, then easily detached
itself from the surface of the controller. This resulted in a concept that did
not function at all, or even enough to gather any sort of user feedback.

Using air drying clay to make my first initial prototype of my controller
did not turn out well
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Initial Prototyping
Abandoning the air-drying clay material, I then moved onto using plasticine
clay. This was an even more malleable clay than air drying clay and barely
dried when left out in the open (only firming the clay up slightly). I could
attach it to the controller without the risk of it hardening then breaking
off, but the plasticine did not create a rigid product, it always had a bit of
softness to it. This was good to see how the controller could potentially
look and I could slightly test it without being too rough with it like a
potential user might. I was able to do a small amount of user testing with
this concept, as it felt like the buttons were too close to the joysticks and
the extra bumper buttons would need to be moved. This prototype design
was inspired from my second sketch.

Using plasticine instead of air drying clay worked out a lot better to
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get the material to stick to the controller

Initial Prototyping
I then moved onto creating a prototype with the whole controller made
from clay, instead of just attaching material to an existing controller. I was
trying to get a different overall shape to that of a conventional controller
as my final prototype might differ from the standard wing like controller
handles. For the shape of this prototype I wanted something with more
curvature in the handles, so to do this I started by making a rough shape
out of wire. Then, once I had the right shape I could add the plasticine clay
to it and mould it to my desired form. This prototype is slightly inspired
from my third sketch, using a more circular profile than that of a regular
wing handle.

Making a steel wire skeleton helped keep the plasticine clay in the
right controller shape
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Initial Prototyping
From here I needed to add the buttons in the particular places I wanted,
which I also used plasticine for. This made it easy to adjust their positions
due to having to do some trial and error when placing these buttons. For
this prototype I used polymer clay and a wire skeleton for the joysticks as
this type of control needed to be as firm as possible to hold itself on the
controller.

The layout of the buttons and controls on the controller was easier
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through the testing from the previous prototype

Initial Prototyping
The next prototype I created was making the whole controller design out
of polymer clay, as I wanted to test with something completely firm.
Polymer clay seemed to be the best to do this as it was easily malleable
and I could bake it to make it entirely solid. Once again I had to make a
wire skeleton to put the clay on. I learnt that for this type of clay I either
needed to make the model hollow, or thin the clay out by using aluminium
foil first then adding the polymer clay onto the foil. This is due to having to
oven bake the clay once I was done, and employing one of these methods
would have prevented my model getting cracks in it. Even with this the
polymer clay worked out very well for the prototype, moulding the clay
as much as I wanted, then when I was happy with the form I had, I would
bake it and it would come out as hard as the plastic that is typically used
for controllers.

The steel wire frame helped keep the handles of the controller in its
wing like style
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Initial Prototyping
Once the model was baked I could then place the buttons on the controller,
which from user testing in the previous editions, I had a good understanding
of where these buttons should be placed¹. Keeping with a symmetrical
design and layout, the controls on the face were positioned so that the
buttons on the sides of the joysticks were the most accessible ones, for the
gamer’s thumbs. Then the extra sets of bumper buttons that are placed
at top of the controller, are more accessible for their fingers that typically
use these controls in the ‘claw grip’ style. The other three buttons are the
menu buttons, with the power/home button easy to press at the bottom,
with the thumb, and the other two reachable from either sets of buttons
with ease. This was the controller design that I wanted to take further
into my more developed prototype, as it provided the user with the best
design and layout that tackled the overall issue.

The layout of the buttons on this controller was easier through the
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testing from the previous prototype

Developed Prototyping
With the initial prototypes I had created I was then able to expand these
into a more developed CAD model, which I used Autodesk Fusion 360
software for. First, I needed to have a top, side, and front view of the
prototype I was going to use as my base. I used the last polymer clay
design as the one to model off, due to it being the right shape that I
wanted to use for my final prototype. Then with these views I could create
a form to get the right controller design. Once I had it as close to my clay
prototype model, I could shift into adding two symmetrical spots to put
the joysticks in, which was just a simple extrusion, that I would join onto
the body of the controller. To make the casing hollow I needed to use the
shell function so that I could make the shape how thick I wanted.

The start of my CAD modelled prototype, which will be printed to be
my final prototype
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Developed Prototyping
When the overall shape of the 3D model was achieved, I needed to create
a 2D shape through the whole controller in order to cut it into two pieces.
Then I was able to create the individual holes for each of the controls, using
the same extrusion method as when creating the slots for the joysticks but
instead of joining the shape to the body I cut it away. This was simple for
the holes on the face and top of the controller, however, the holes that are
positioned on angles were a bit more difficult. This was because I needed
to make a new place to extrude the cuts from, which was making planes
on specific angles from the origin. After this I could make the cylinders
for where the screws would go in to fasten the two parts of the controller
together. This also required me to model up supports for each of these
screw holes.

Creating individual holes on the CAD model to allow certain controls to
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be able to fit

Developed Prototyping
The next step was to acquire some buttons and controls to place in the
respective holes to make the renders look like an actual controller. The
best way to do this what to source some CAD models using the website
GrabCAD. This was where I found a PlayStation 3 controller model, from
a user named Marcus Holmgren (Holmgren, 2017). I needed these
exact controls from this controller because I had some old PlayStation
3 controllers that I was going to take apart to use the internals in my
final controller prototype. Once I had all the right controls in their right
positions, I then decided to add decals to the surface of my controller
such as having a logo on the face of the controller and putting a ‘home’,
‘menu’, and ‘change view’ icon on each of the buttons..

The finish result of the CAD modelling, incorporating the buttons and
other controls
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Developed Prototyping
When my CAD model was done, I needed a place to 3D print it. Thankfully,
I knew someone that had a 3D printer that just was big enough to print
my controller in its two parts. When printing the model we put it in on a
45-degree angle instead of flat on the bed, as this typically makes it come
out at a higher quality with less errors. The print took about 20 hours to
finish using Polylactic Acid (PLA) plastic, and with regular inspections on
the print it came out as good as I could hope. After the printing was done,
I sanded off any excess plastic and cleaned up some of the parts that got
filled with extra plastic.

The 3D print turned out very well, with a little bit of sanding needed
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here and there

Developed Prototyping
Originally, I wanted to make a working prototype, but due to actually
needing to create a brand-new circuit board, instead of being able to use an
old one, I was not able to do this. The next plan was to create a prototype
that you could practice doing the finger movements. This meant that I
only need to worry about keeping the buttons in their positions, and also
making a click like sound (the sound that you would normally get from
pressing a button on standard controllers). Using foam and parts of old
controllers I was able to place the buttons in their necessary spot. Some
of the controls were slightly smaller than I had accounted for, but I was
still able to make it work.

The printed CAD model, with the buttons and controls that needed to
be placed inside the controller
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Methods
of Testing
Evaluation
Validation
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Introduction
The best way to identify whether your design has worked is to test what you
have done. The chapter methods of testing, evaluation and validation will
explore the results of what my prototypes have gathered, through multiple
types of techniques. Uncovering the advantages and disadvantages of
each prototype’s design and aspects, is the key to coming up with a final
outcome that can be vindicated. Whether this is user testing, surveying or
visually showing certain stakeholders, all this information will help create
a better overall outcome.
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Half Clay Prototype
The feedback gathered through some user testing from this first prototype
design, was having the new bumper buttons positioned in a better place,
in order for the player to be able to use them more effectively. Currently it
is harder for the user to use the outside bumpers as it is to use the inside
ones, as the inside bumpers can be pressed with the tip of the fingers
easily and the outside buttons have to be pressed with the inner muscle
of the finger. This makes it harder to get a strong press on the button
unless the user is to stretch back their finger to push it with the tip of the
finger, which would cause some chronic RSI or other injuries over time.
Another bit of feedback I gathered through user testing, was that the
new button placements might be too close to the joystick, which could
result in the player accidentally clicking the buttons if their finger slipped
off the joystick controls. The biggest advantage of this prototype concept
is to see how a different button layout could look and feel on a standard
controller design. Additional criticism was that the design of the controller
needed to be more curved at the handles, in order to hold it more firmly.

Using plasticine instead of air drying clay worked out a lot better to
get the material to stick to the controller
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Full Plasticine Prototype
The response from the full plasticine prototype involved the overall shape
of the design was more difficult to hold than a standard controller design.
Especially due to the competitive users typically having less grip on the
underside of the controller, when using the ‘claw grip’.1 Most of the
controls were positioned in a good place on the body of the controller.
Although due to the way you would hold this shape of controller, the
furthest side bumpers are trickier to access than they should be. The face
buttons are arranged far enough from the joystick that you may not slip
off and click them accidentally, but still in the easiest spot to press each
of them. Having the ‘home’ button between the two joysticks feels the
most ideal place for it, in order to reach it without many obstacles. Using
the polymer clay for the joysticks gave a more realistic feel to it when
trying to demonstrate how the controller would function. Overall, the
button layout of this example has seemed to be the most complete spot
for each control, with only needing little adjustments. Yet, the biggest
disadvantage of this shape and form, is that it does not appear like a nice
fit for the type of player this controller is marketed towards.

1

For more information about the ‘claw grip’ read page 5

The layout of the buttons and controls on the controller was easier
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through the testing from the previous prototype

Polymer Clay Prototype
In the polymer clay prototype, it was easier to test and understand if there
are any further issues. This is due to the fact that having a prototype that
is firm is easier to test than something that is not completely ridged. As
I had found a button layout from the previous prototype that I wanted
to use for my final prototype, the main reason for this concept was to
figure out the right controller shape I should use. As well as using a stiffer
material to have a more practical test. From the feedback in the other
two prototypes the best idea was to make a similar controller design to a
traditional one, but make it have more curviture around the outside shape
of the controller. This is to condense the design a little more and allow the
user to hold the controller more with the palm of their hands instead of
relying on their fingers holding the underside. Due to the controller design
being more compressed, it gave easier access to all the controls too. This
model gave me the fundamentals I needed to create a CAD model for my
final prototype, as I believe I had found the right controller shape and
layout for my desired outcome.

The layout of the buttons on this controller was easier to decide upon,
through the testing from the previous prototype
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3D Printed Final Prototype
The final prototype was a similar shape and design to that of the polymer
clay prototype, this is due to it having been such a good basis to create
my final design. Most of the aspects from the polymer clay were brought
into the final 3D printed outcome. Except for a few minor tweaks that I
was able to change easily through my CAD modelling, like being able to
adjust the handles angle on the controller. Like the polymer clay design,
this outcome had a shape that was more effective for the user to wrap
their hands around the controller. In a way that allowed them to utilise all
the available controls, as well as having a secure grip on the controller. The
3D printed prototype helps allow the user a better understanding of the
feeling of how a fully produced controller of this design. As well as using
actual controls and electronic internals to give a weight to the design that
is similar to that of more common controllers.

The 3D printed CAD model, with the buttons and controls that needed
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to be placed inside the controller

Comparing Final Design Outcome
with Existing Controllers
When comparing my design with controllers that players are already
accustomed to, it is easy to see what parts I have gathered creativity from.
The shape of my final prototype is not too similar to many controllers, but
is closely inspired by the Steam Controller [5], even though my design
features a more circular form. With the button layout though, all the latest
controllers include a D-Pad, which my design does not include. Instead,
it positions two extra pair of bumper buttons at the top of the controller,
and divides the four face buttons into two separate pair of two buttons on
either side of the joysticks. Whereas most other competitive controllers
have additional buttons on the underside of the controller [2,3,4], to add
another dimension to the standard controller. This is definitely something
that differentiates my design from the other types of controllers out
there. Implementing the home button between the two joysticks was
influenced by the way PlayStation controllers typically have their home/
power buttons located[6].

How my controller matches up with some of the most popular controllers
in the industry
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Design
Outcome
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Introduction
A final design prototype needs to show that you have gone through the
steps and process necessary to achieve the outcome that you want. The
design outcome chapter will explore the results of my final prototype and
detailing the important information that you would present to a client.
The vital evidence needed for this chapter is to illustrate what are the
key aspects of the design proposition, that you would want to present to
someone interested in the design result.
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Social Impact and Outcome
This controller is designed for competitive players that use the ‘claw grip’,
so the social impacts and outcomes will relate to these types of users.
The design outcome has stayed true to the standard controller shape and
form, while still having its own flair on this norm. As the more rounded
design approach fits the grip of a user that is needing to apply more
of their fingers for other uses. Therefore, the fingers that typically are
holding the underside of the controller, are moved in a way that allows
the player to perform the desired hand grip that this controller is designed
for. Although controllers in today’s world seem to predominantly use a
wireless connection to their console, a wired controller is better when it
comes to competing at a higher level. As a wired controller as a better
response time than a wireless controller. The overall construction of the
controller has a completely symmetrical design, which is commonly
simpler and easier to use. As both hands can be positioned and do the
same exact actions as each other. Even though the controller does not
have the functionality to test how the design adhered to the stakeholders
need, the prototype can still easily be tested in a theoretical scenario. As a
player does not specifically need the controller to be running to test how
the controller feels and works with their finger movements.

The curved handles from my design outcome gives a better finger grip
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than a standard controller design

Health Impact and outcome
The health impact this controller design was trying to resolve was players
getting wrist and RSI injuries. The best way to prevent wrist injuries, and
also reduce RSI injuries, is utilising the key ergonomic aspects that make
similar equipment, like computer mouses¹. This design allows the user
to hold the controller while their fingers are at rest through the use of
the curved design shape approach. Similar to most other controllers, this
design allows the user to keep their hands and wrists rotated to a rough
30-60 degree angle, which is an optimal relaxed position. However, with
RSI, this is a harder issue to solve, due to it relying on the user repetitively
doing the same motions. By making the controls in a position that uses
minimal stretching of the fingers, this seemed the best way to reduce any
related issues.

The curved shape of the controller design allows for a relaxed grip when
players use it
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Aesthetics Impact and Outcome
The overall aesthetic is the key part of anything when it comes to design.
As this is a design project the aesthetics of the controller need to be
accepted by the target audience. For the shape of the design, I have not
deviated from the normal wing like handle grip but did use a more curved
and ergonomic design which would most likely be considered a suitable
design in the gaming industry. However, this designs button layout does
break the standard mould and gets rid of a key part of the controller, the
D-Pad, which has been present for decades. The D-pad has been a vital
attribute to controllers, being more prominent than the joystick. This may
consider the design to be unusual, especially when there are a lot more
buttons on the top of the controller than players are typically accustomed
to. However, keeping the overall design of the controller simple and
still using controls that controller gamers use, it makes it a clean and
straightforward concept that would be easy to get familiar with. Typically,
products that are simple and look easy to use tend to lean towards being
a nice design; functionally and aesthetically.

Keeping to a simple and straightforward overall shape makes for an
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aesthetically pleasing design

Outcome Reflection
The overall design of the controller prototype turned out more or less how
I would have liked through the research that I had uncovered. Through the
use of CAD modelling, via Fusion 360, I was able to 3D print out the shell
of my design. With a little bit of difficulty in the printing along the way.
The main issue I had with my prototype is that I wanted to actually make
in functioning, so I would be able to test it for real. Instead of just testing
the buttons in a speculative manner. This was due to the fact that I would
have had to code and create my own circuit board, in place of wanting to
just use a circuit board from an old controller. Which would have required
a lot more time to complete a working final prototype. The process I used
to get to my final prototype helped get an understanding of what my
final outcome would feel and look visually. Although I could have done
more initial prototypes that integrated vastly different shapes and layouts,
to have a greater outsize-the-box understanding of controllers. I believe
the design that I ended with, justifies my research and development
throughout this project.

Using research and the right process I was able to create a design that
would help the competitive controller player
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Conclusion
Ultimately, this controller design focuses on the areas of competitive
players and ways to help benefit them in playing better. With trying to
solve problems, like allowing the controller to be used as effective as
possible and preventing or reducing injuries. I had to make considerations
about my design in regard to these issues, without the mechanics and
shape of the controller preventing it. These areas that I have identified
need to be addressed the most when dealing with competitive controller
users. I believe my design has obeyed these important areas, as it is a
controller that allows the competitive player to use the ‘claw grip’ without
the unwarranted drawbacks that come from the standard controller.
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